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VIDEO TRANSCRIPT: “Need for a Western Sydney Airport” ANIMATION
Time
00:00

00:11

00:22

00:28

Visual
The camera opens onto a satellite image of
the entire world centred on Asia as seen from
space. Lines shoot out and travel to Western
Sydney from a number of international and
national destinations as the world zooms in
on Western Sydney. These destinations
include Dubai, Singapore, Hong Kong, Manila,
Tokyo, Darwin, Cairns, Brisbane, and Perth.
The shot then zooms quickly on a satellite
image of Australia and Western Sydney.
The next shot establishes a satellite image of
the Western Sydney, bordered by the Blue
Mountains to the west, the Hills District to the
north, the Sydney CBD to the east, and
Campbelltown to the south. The Western
Sydney Airport site is highlighted by a
pulsating, black-and-white circle. The Sydney
M-road network is shown, with the M2, M4,
M7, M1 and the Hume Motorway M31
labelled.
The camera slowly zooms in on the airport
site on the satellite image, with Badgerys
Creek labelled in the centre-left of the shot, as
well as Penrith in the north-west; Eastern
Creek to the north-east; Parramatta, Sydney
CBD and Liverpool to the East; and Narellan to
the south. The location of Sydney Airport at
Mascot is also labelled in the east.
A caption flashes on screen which reads
“Aviation demand in Sydney forecast to
double to 87 million annual passengers over
the next 20 years”.
The camera fades to a wide shot of Sydney
Airport and Port Botany in the day time, with
Sydney CBD in the background.
A caption flashes on screen which reads
“Sydney Airport served 39 million passengers
in 2015”. A graphic of a person with a suitcase
appears with the caption.
The camera cuts to a shot of a plane landing
and rolling on a runway at Sydney Airport.
A caption flashes on screen which reads “$34
billion could be lost to the economy by 2060”.
A graphic of piles of coins also appears with
the caption, and disappears slowly.

Voiceover
An airport for Western Sydney promises to be
one of Australia’s most exciting infrastructure
projects in decades and will ensure Sydney
remains Australia’s gateway to the world.

The number of people travelling by air in the
Sydney region is expected to more than double
to around 87 million passengers a year over
the next 20 years.

Sydney’s current aviation capacity cannot
handle this growing demand alone,

and if no action is taken, Australia could forego
billions of dollars to the national economy.
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Time
00:35

00:46

Visual
The camera cuts back to a close zoom of the
satellite image of the Western Sydney Airport
site at Badgerys creek, where the outline of
the site is highlighted in light blue. The site is
bordered to the north by Elizabeth Drive, to
the east and south by Badgerys Creek, and
goes beyond The Northern Road to the west.
The satellite image slides to the right with the
airport site on the left, and two captions
appear which read “Will meet future aviation
demand”, including an aeroplane graphic; and
“Economic benefits now and for future
generations to come”, with two coin-stack
graphics.
The camera cuts to a street scene of the mall
at Church Street, Parramatta where people
are shopping and walking around.
A caption flashes on screen with a graphic
showing many individual people. The caption
reads “Population of 2 million people”.
The camera then cuts to a close-up shot of
people’s legs and feet as they walk on a road.
A caption flashes on screen with a graphic
showing tall buildings. The caption reads
“Fourth-largest city”.

ENDS

Voiceover
A Western Sydney Airport at Badgerys Creek
will meet future aviation demand and provide
economic benefits now and for generations to
come.

With a population of two million people,
Western Sydney would be Australia’s fourthlargest city in its own right.

